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Address OOO KPK Khrustalny zvon 
Gus Khrustalny, Rudnitskoy str. 3 
Vladimir, Baturina str. 37 
Gus Khrustalny

Country Russian Federation

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
We produce decanters, flagons, bottles, shtof-bottles. We decorate this glassware with decal, golden edge lining, hand painting, ground laying
or titanium nitride spattering, satining and other methods. All this production we pack in carton boxes of different colors.
Unless our own make glassware we can offer also production of Opytnyi glass factory, Gus Khrustalny glass factory, Neman glass factory,
Djatkovo glass factory and others with minimal retail margins.
 You can order us glassware decorated with your logo monochromatic or multicolored decal on shot glasses, drinking glasses, beer glasses,
beer mugs, ash plates.
Overseas deliveries are VAT excluded.
We can decorate with decal using your logo or any image you wish. We can send via post our catalogue and price list.

Shipping container, on truck, ex factory
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